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Extracting information from your proteins and peptides PeptideShaker takes you from data collection to QC report generation, identifying sequence variants and more. Improve the detection of variants in your proteins and peptides PeptideShaker works with X!Tandem, Comet, Proteome Discoverer, DataExplorer, and Sequest to identify the amino acid
sequence of your proteins and peptides, then populate the list with useful information. Build 3D models from your sequences PeptideShaker provides all-new capabilities to build a model for any type of protein or peptide using the MolAxis platform. A comprehensive, web-based analysis suite for your proteins and peptides A fully-featured interface for
cross-platform data comparison and analysis. System Requirements: PeptideShaker is available for Windows 7 and 8, and Mac OSX. If you need assistance installing the program, visit this page: PeptideShaker Features: Identify variants and unique sequences PeptideShaker works with X!Tandem, Comet, Proteome Discoverer, DataExplorer, and Sequest
to identify the sequence of your proteins and peptides. It then matches your data against appropriate databases to search for similar sequences. PeptideShaker generates a list of candidate variants with statistical values to help you choose which ones to act on. Generate alignment diagrams PeptideShaker generates comprehensive alignment diagrams
for a variety of options. Generate MS2 spectra plots PeptideShaker generates MS2 spectra plots so users can easily compare results. Obtain peptide statistics PeptideShaker gathers all the peptide data you’ll ever need and presents you with the most useful information. Consult detailed QC plots PeptideShaker generates comprehensive QC plots for
X!Tandem and OMSSA to provide you with a complete understanding of your protein data. Work with MolAxis PeptideShaker allows users to build 3D models using MolAxis. Build protein and peptide sequences Comet, Proteome Discoverer and DataExplorer are used to extract and link amino acid sequences
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An efficient analysis platform for peptides and proteins. This comprehensive application can be used as an analysis tool, a visualization tool and a custom data converter (for rare formats). With PeptideShaker users can easily perform large-scale peptide identification, proteogenomics and gene ontology enrichments, as well as peptide/protein annotation.
Key features: • Query nine online peptide/protein online analysis algorithms • Load and transfer data files from all major platforms • Create and export peptide annotation data files • Query multiple databases via bioinformatics resources • Generate and export graphic images • Show peptides matching with protein data • Perform protein and peptide
QC plots, 3D and 2D structure PeptideShaker Description: An efficient analysis platform for peptides and proteins. This comprehensive application can be used as an analysis tool, a visualization tool and a custom data converter (for rare formats). With PeptideShaker users can easily perform large-scale peptide identification, proteogenomics and gene
ontology enrichments, as well as peptide/protein annotation. Key features: • Query nine online peptide/protein online analysis algorithms • Load and transfer data files from all major platforms • Create and export peptide annotation data files • Query multiple databases via bioinformatics resources • Generate and export graphic images • Show peptides
matching with protein data • Perform protein and peptide QC plots, 3D and 2D structure PeptideShaker Descibing: An efficient analysis platform for peptides and proteins. This comprehensive application can be used as an analysis tool, a visualization tool and a custom data converter (for rare formats). With PeptideShaker users can easily perform largescale peptide identification, proteogenomics and gene ontology enrichments, as well as peptide/protein annotation. Key features: • Query nine online peptide/protein online analysis algorithms • Load and transfer data files from all major platforms • Create and export peptide annotation data files • Query multiple databases via bioinformatics resources
• Generate and export graphic images • Show peptides matching with protein data • Perform protein and peptide QC plots, 3D and 2D structure PeptideShaker Descibing: An efficient analysis platform for peptides and proteins. This comprehensive application can be used as an analysis tool, a visualization tool and b7e8fdf5c8
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Analyzing proteins and peptides involves highly complex algorithms and statistical methods. Fortunately, the exponential increase in digital tools has also meant that biologists, chemists, physicists and all other professionals interested in the field of Proteomics now have powerful analysis tools at their disposal. Analyze proteins and peptides
PeptideShaker is one such tool that goes about the problem in a different method. With it, users can query nine platforms for the interpretation of Proteomics results: X!Tandem, MS-GF+, MS Amanda, OMSSA, MyriMatch, Comet, Tide, Mascot, and mzIdentML. This diminishes the risk of errors and ensures data is properly analyzed. However, before any
proteins are processed, users should know that the application is highly resource-intensive and requires at least 4 GB of RAM. Also, the latest version of Java should be installed (if one cannot launch the program, users should try the x64 bit version). Generate informative and detailed diagrams These technical specs left to the side, the application
provides users with a comprehensive protein analysis environment. There are nine analysis tasks supported, ranging from overviews to 3D structures and QC plots. These can be accessed from the right-side panel. PeptideShaker provides users with a wealth of statistical and descriptive data, including the number of peptides, spectrum matches
sequences and gene ontology enrichment analyzes. Where applicable, the application generates data-rich graphics in multiple forms, including bar charts and bubble plots. When cases allow it, individual strings are highlighted in different colors, allowing for quick comparisons between data sets. The program queries multiple online engines for complete
protein and peptide analyses and statistics All in all, PeptideShaker is a great tool for scientists and other professionals involved in studying proteins and peptides. PeptideShaker Description: Analyze proteins and peptides PeptideShaker is one such tool that goes about the problem in a different method. With it, users can query nine platforms for the
interpretation of Proteomics results: X!Tandem, MS-GF+, MS Amanda, OMSSA, MyriMatch, Comet, Tide, Mascot, and mzIdentML. This diminishes the risk of errors and ensures data is properly analyzed. However, before any proteins are processed, users should know that the application is highly resource-intensive and requires at least 4 GB of RAM. Also,
the

What's New In?
PeptideShaker is a visual, user-friendly utility that provides an interface for learning about protein and peptide samples. In a few short clicks, PeptideShaker gathers the relevant information and charts all the results from nine different online protein identification platforms: X!Tandem, MS-GF+, MS Amanda, OMSSA, MyriMatch, Comet, Tide, Mascot, and
mzIdentML. PeptideShaker Who is PeptideShaker for? Protein scientists of different disciplines: from cell biologists, to biologists, to chemists and even physicist researchers PeptideShaker is especially useful for: Proteomic researchers Protease designers Analyzing proteins and peptides involves highly complex algorithms and statistical methods.
Fortunately, the exponential increase in digital tools has also meant that biologists, chemists, physicists and all other professionals interested in the field of Proteomics now have powerful analysis tools at their disposal. Analyze proteins and peptides PeptideShaker is one such tool that goes about the problem in a different method. With it, users can
query nine platforms for the interpretation of Proteomics results: X!Tandem, MS-GF+, MS Amanda, OMSSA, MyriMatch, Comet, Tide, Mascot, and mzIdentML. This diminishes the risk of errors and ensures data is properly analyzed. However, before any proteins are processed, users should know that the application is highly resource-intensive and requires
at least 4 GB of RAM. Also, the latest version of Java should be installed (if one cannot launch the program, users should try the x64 bit version). Generate informative and detailed diagrams These technical specs left to the side, the application provides users with a comprehensive protein analysis environment. There are nine analysis tasks supported,
ranging from overviews to 3D structures and QC plots. These can be accessed from the right-side panel. PeptideShaker provides users with a wealth of statistical and descriptive data, including the number of peptides, spectrum matches sequences and gene ontology enrichment analyzes. Where applicable, the application generates data-rich graphics in
multiple forms, including bar charts and bubble plots. When cases allow it, individual strings are highlighted in different colors, allowing for quick comparisons between data sets. The program queries multiple online engines for complete protein and peptide analyses and statistics All in all, PeptideShaker is a
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System Requirements For PeptideShaker:
OS: Windows 10/8.1/8/7/Vista Processor: 2.8 GHz Core i5 or faster Memory: 6 GB RAM Storage: 2 GB free space Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970/AMD R9 290 or better (NOT recommended on Windows 10) Sound Card: DirectX Compatible sound card Keyboard: Standard keyboard. Standard keyboard. Mouse: Standard mouse. Standard mouse. Online Login is
available on Wii U Register a Game Card Download Link for Wii U and
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